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Office Towers

T

his towering hutch will be admired for years to come. Inspired by rustic, high end
furniture found in boutique showrooms it will impress all who see it...especially when
they find out you built it. A cabinet below with a shelf to store books or a printer and open
shelving above. Get your build on and make two with a desk in the middle.
Don't be intimidated, we'll break this down into easy to follow steps..
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Make sure you read through the instructions carefully and take notice of any special
construction notes prior to making any cuts. And always practice safe DIY’ing. Have fun!
PLEASE NOTE - many pieces may require you to cut them to fit a certain size
while you are building it. Its best not to cut pieces until you need them. Take
your time and study all the diagrams.
CUT LIST
1" x 2" x 6'

approx 30”

1" x 2" x 6'

approx 61”

1" x 2" x 8'
1" x 2" x 8'

163/8”

1" x 2" x 8'
1" x 2" x 8'

31”

1" x 2" x 8'

approx 153/8”

31”

1" x 2" x 8'

14½”

22¼”

1" x 3" x 6'

17½”

1" x 3" x 6'
1" x 3" x 6'

approx 30”

31”

35½”

32½”

31”

14½”

1" x 8" x 6'
1" x 8" x 8'
1" x 8" x 8'
1" x 8" x 8'
1" x 8" x 8'

¼" x 2' x 4'
plywood
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approx
15 3/8”

25¼”

25¼”

31”
29”

¾” x 2’ x 4’
plywood
X2

approx
15 3/8”

14½”

27¼”

14½”

27¼”

NOTE
Check your scrap pile!
Although you can save the leftover
for future projects maybe you have
some plywood from a previous
project?
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Make sure you read through the instructions carefully and take notice of any special
construction notes prior to making any cuts. And always practice safe DIY’ing. Have fun!
PLEASE NOTE - many pieces may require you to cut them to fit a certain size
while you are building it. Its best not to cut pieces until you need them. Take
your time and study all the diagrams.
CUT LIST
2" x 2" x 8'
2" x 2" x 8'
2" x 2" x 8'
2" x 2" x 8'

14½”
31”

2" x 2" x 8'
2" x 2" x 8'
2" x 2" x 8'
2" x 3" x 8'
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83¼”
31”

31”
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MATERIALS LIST
Material

Qty

Material

Qty

¾" X 2' X 4' plywood

2

1-¼” pocket screws

¼" x 2' x 4' plywood

1

2-½” pocket screws

1" x 8" x 8' pine board

4

3" wood or spax screws

1" x 8" x 6’ pine board

1

1" brad nails

1" x 3" x 6’ pine board

3

1-¼” brad nails

1" x 2" x 8' pine board

6

2" brad nails

1" x 2" x 6' pine board

2

¾” staples

2" x 2" x 8’ pine board

7

wood glue

2" x 3" x 8’ pine board

1

cabinet hinges

4

cabinet pulls

2

2" angle braces (2 pack)

1

notes
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32 ½”

1

14½”

X2

31”

2

3

11 3/8”

spacers

14½”

14”

11 ¾”

27 ¼”

spacers

11 3/8”

2x2
flush
at top
and the
outside

X2

14 ½”

25 ½”

spacers

12 ½”
1x3
inset at
bottom
and flush
to the
outside
½”

1.

First we will edge join the 1x8 material to make the inner box skeleton of the hutch. Cut the 1 x 8 boards to length and drill ¾" pocket
holes in the boards as shown above. The pocket holes along the outer edges will be used later to attach the front and back horizontal
trim for the box. Edge join the boards with wood glue and 1-½" pocket screws.

2.

To construct the box first attach the shelf with wood glue and 1-½" pocket screws according the diagram above, making sure the
outside edges are flush and the pocket holes are facing down. Then attach the top and bottom with wood glue and 1-¼" brad nails.

3.

Next we will construct the two sides of the hutch. We recommend building them simultaneously so they are identical.
We will be using 2x2 boards for the upper four horizontal rails and 1x3 boards for the lower two rails. To make sure both sides are
constructed so that the rails are spaced identical cut some spacers from scrap wood. Before you cut the 2x2 rails measure the depth of
the box from the previous step. This will give you the length of the rails which should be about 15". Adjust the length accordingly if
not. For the upper 2x2 rails drill 1-½" pocket holes and attach with wood glue and 2-½" pocket screws; clamping the spacer between
before attaching. For the 1x3 rails drill ¾" pocket holes and attach with wood glue and 1-½" pocket screws making sure the outside
planes are flush with the outside plane of the 2x2s; clamping the spacer between before attaching. Note that the bottom rail is inset ½"
from the bottom edge. When completed this spacing will give the hutch feet.
sHanty-2-Chic.com
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5

6

FRONT

BACK

4.

Next we will attach the sides to the box. Line up the sides so that the middle 1x3 boards are flush with the top of the box and snug
between the 2x2 vertical stiles. Attach with wood glue and 1-¼" brad nails.

5.

Now you will trim out the front of the box utilizing some of the ¾" pocket holes you drilled in Step 1. Cut the front 2x3 boards to fit
and attach with wood glue and 1-½" pocket screws; making sure the top 2 x 3 is flush with the top of the box and the lower 2 x 3 is
flush with the inside bottom of the box. For extra strength and to keep the hutch from racking check the box to make sure it is square
and shoot a few 2" brad nails from the outer side of the 2x2 sides into the ends of the 2x3 trim pieces.

6.

For the trim on the back you will use 1x2 and 1x3 boards with pocket holes facing out since you will never see them. Cut the boards
to length and drill ¾" pocket holes in the ends. Making sure the 1x2 board is flush with the top of the middle shelf and the 1x3 is
flush with the inside of the bottom of the box attach with wood glue and 1-½" pocket screws using some more of the pocket holes
you drilled in Step 1. Finally, again checking for square, use the pocket holes facing out and attach to the side 2x2s with wood glue and
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7
8

9
BACK
31”
29”

7.

To again add strength to the hutch we will want to staple on a back ¼" panel in Step 9. But first we need to add an upper lip to staple
to. Cut a 2x3 and 1x2 boards to length to fit the back between the 2x2 sides (as seen in Step 8). Join the1x2 board to the 2x3 board as
shown above with ¾" pocket holes and attach with wood glue and 1-½" pocket screws. Before joining don't forget to drill the pocket
holes in the ends as shown; ¾" pocket holes for the 1 x 2 ends and 1-½" pocket holes for the 2 x 3 ends.

8.

Now attach this to the back of the box. First, making sure you are flush with the top, use the remaining ¾" pocket holes you drilled in
Step 1 in the underside of the top of the box and attach with wood glue and 1-½" pocket screws. Now, check for square once more
and using wood glue and 1-½" pocket screws for the 1x2 portion and wood glue and 2-½" pocket screws for the 2x3 portion attach to
the 2x2 sides.

9.

Now cut your ¼" plywood panel to fit. It should fit snug between the 2x2 sides, fit flush just under the upper 2x3 trim and flush with
the bottom edge of the bottom 1x3. Measure and draw a dotted line on the back side of the panel outlining where the middle 1x2
board is so you know where to fire the staples. Check for square and attach with wood glue and ¾" staples.
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FRONT

10

11

BACK

This front angle more clearly shows
the 1x3 back shelf support offset from
the side 2x2 support by approximately 7/8”.

7/8

”

10.

Next we will attach the front horizontal 2x2 rails for the upper open shelving. Starting from the bottom and working your way up cut
the boards to length and drill 1-½" pocket holes and attach with wood glue and 2-½" pocket screws; making sure they are flush with
the side 2x2 horizontal rail boards and flush to the front 2x2 vertical boards. Make sure the pocket holes face inward.

11.

Attach the back horizontal rails much the same way but you will be using 1 x 2 and 1 x 3 boards. Starting from the bottom and
working your way up cut the boards to length and drill ¾" pocket holes and attach with wood glue and 1-½" pocket screws; making
sure the boards are flush with the front faces of the vertical 2x2 boards.
Please note the close-up diagram above showing the spacing of the middle 1x3 board. Try to have that offset about 7/8" from the side
2x2. This may seem a bit fussy but this will give you the most surface area to attach the middle of the "X" boards later in Step 15.
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outside cleats X 8

middle cleats X 4

1 5/8”

12
13

14
1 5/8”

12.

For the length of the 1x2 shelf cleats measure the inside distance from the front rails to back rails and cut to fit. Using the diagram
above drill ¾" pocket holes in the location and quantities listed. The outside cleats only have one pocket hole in each end because of
the pocket screw locations of the horizontal back 1x2 and 1x3 boards you've already attached.

13.

Now attach the cleats with wood glue and 1-½" pocket screws. Middle cleats are all centered left to right
The cleats for the middle shelf that has the 1x3 back have another fussy measurement as noted in the close-up diagram above.
This 1-5/8" offset will mean that the cleat isn't totally flush on the bottom.
All the rest of the cleats will be attached so that the bottoms are flush with the boards around them.

14.

Time to attach the upper shelf 1x8 boards. Cut to length and attach with wood glue and 1-¼" brad nails.
To make sure your nail gun fits start from the bottom and work you way up.
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15

16
FRONT
½”

15.

Now for the distinctive "X" feature of the hutch. Don't be intimidated by this step. Take your time and it will go together easily. All the
fussy measurements concerning that middle 1x3 board will pay off with greater surface area to attach the segmented boards.
You may want to have someone help you carefully lay the hutch down on the ground, face down. Begin with the full length 1x2 board
and lay it in place so that it just stretches from the upper right corner to the lower left corner of the top of the box. Mark your angles
and cut either using a miter saw or a jigsaw. Take your time and sneak up on the angle and the length. Best to cut too long and/or too
wide of an angle first and then keep sneaking up on the proper fit.
Attach with wood glue and 1-¼" brad nails: where the board crosses the top and middle shelf locations you will fire nails from the
back into the back of the shelves. Where it nestles in the opposite corner at the top of the box you will fire brad nails in through the
edges into the 2x2 vertical sides. Careful, don't fire it too close to the end or you may split the board.
To complete the "X" lay a full board across the back. First mark for length and angle of one segment and cut to fit. Then do the same
for the other segment. The nice thing about the wider middle 1x3 board is that it will hide most of the middle joining of boards in case
your "X" isn't perfect. Then attach with wood glue and 1-¼" brad nails

16.

Tip your hutch back upright to attach the 1 x 3 finish trim to the front bottom. The upper edges of the side trim 1x3s will be flush with
the upper edges of the 1x3s you added in Step 3. First cut the 1x3 sides to fit so that they are flush back to front. Attach with wood glue
and 1-¼" brad nails. Now cut the front trim to be flush side to side. Attach with wood glue and 1-¼" brad nails.
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17
22¼”

All measurements
are approximated

15 3/8”

18

15 3/8”

25¼”

19

X2

15 3/8”

25 ¼”

17.

Almost done. Time for the doors. We like to construct doors so that there is a 1/8" gap all the way around and between the doors.
ALWAYS cut your door pieces to fit, this is what makes the measurements on the Cutlist page 'approximated'. Measure the opening
and construct the door frames as shown above with 1 x 2 boards. To join the boards drill ¾" pocket holes and attach with wood glue
and 1-½" pocket screws.

18.

Next cut the ¼" plywood panels to fit the outside edges of the each door. Attach with wood glue and ¾" staples; making sure the
outside edges are flush and the pocket holes face towards the plywood.
Now for the decorative "X" on the front of the doors. Set the two doors next to each other and lay a 1 x 2 board across them both.
Mark for the angles and cut to fit. Attach with wood glue and 1" brad nails. Make sure you are aware of the depth of your nails. If
they fire too deep they will stick out the back.

19.

To wrap up this construction lets attach those doors. First attach the hinges to the doors. Then, using shims for even spacing, attach the
doors to the hutch. Don't forget the door pulls.
When installing a piece of furniture this large it is always best to attach it to the wall for safety reasons. Using 2" angle braces, first
attach to the top of the hutch and then screw into the wall with either wall anchors or, if it lines up with a stud, use 3" spax screws.
Congratulations! You have just completed a beautiful piece of furniture that you will be able to admire for years to come. If you are
feeling extra motivated don't stop here. Build a second hutch and the desk to go between them!!
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